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ABSTRACT

This research involves designing a supply installation with hydrogen gas or HRG gas
to the discontinuous operation boilers with solid biomass. The introduction of gas was
expected to be in the biomass supply pipe, realizing the improvement of the ignition of the
biomass in particular for granulation and high humidity situations. The gas is introduced only
during supply of biomass and serves to control (reduce) the emission of carbon monoxide
(CO).

1. INTRODUCTION

Developing green energy has led to demand in our country for the production of heat
boilers operating with biomass (wood, straw, etc.) [1]. Current requirements of environmental
protection involves implementing solutions for efficient combustion.

The paper relates to a supply installation with hydrogen gas or HRG gas to the
discontinuous operation boilers with solid biomass. Discontinuous operation is to maintain
ambient parameters subject to a building biomass heating.

Burning biomass in any technology leads to significant emissions of carbon monoxide.
The process is present even if biomass is dried and densified. As a result, creating energy
vector hydrogen - biomass, by capitalizing of ignition and combustion superior characteristics
of hydrogen, reduce this disadvantage of increased emissions of CO. The gas is introduced
only during supply of biomass and serves to control (reduce) the emission of carbon
monoxide (CO) [2]. The air barrier upstream gas instilled aims to stop the ingress of gas to
bunker fuel.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

Heat boilers in our country that use solid biomass covers a wide range of powers from
25 kW to 1000 kW. The smallest problems are in the pellets combustion and the highest
problems are in wood waste combustion (including energy willow). The use of biomass in the
form of chips is the lowest cost on fuel, so the research is to increase combustion efficiency,
including the use of gas fuel for thermal support, beginning with hydrogen and ending with
natural gas. In this research was developed the concept of energy vector represented by the
combination between H2 (or HRG) and solid biomass.

This research involves designing a supply installation with hydrogen gas or HRG gas
to the discontinuous operation boilers with solid biomass. The introduction of gas was
expected to be in the biomass supply pipe, realizing the improvement of the ignition of the
biomass in particular for granulation and high humidity situations. Meanwhile, the gas used is
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a thermal support for biomass burning, its proportion varies depending on the quality of
biomass.

Conventional combustion technologies present the following disadvantages:
 high concentrations of CO becouse of low speed ignition and slowly

propagation of flame front;
 reduced control of the finalization combustion process by the burning air

injection in one step;
 ensuring stability problems due to the delayed ignition for grained biomass and

biomass with high humidity.
This supply installation with gas for co-combustion with solid biomass eliminates the

disadvantages above. This research appeared because of the experimental tests of the vector
biomass hydrogen using [3]. Figure 1 shows the general design of the installation of
introducing gas into solid biomass.

Figure 1. General design of the installation of introducing gas into solid biomass

The gas is introduced into the final section of the feeding duct 1, the duct 2, the  tor 3
and lances 4. The air barrier is positioned at the back of the intake gas is being introduced
through the pipe 5 in the tor 6 and exits by the lances system 7 and 7 '. This intake system
creates an air barrier that directs gas only to furnace, while, avoiding the return of flame. To
achieve a continuous barrage of air flow section the lances are spatially offset. Moreover, for
the same reasons the lances air flow are mandatory flared to 44° in the output section
(respecting natural flare angle for airflows).

The system, according to research overcomes the disadvantages mentioned above, as
to:
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 overall increase speed of combustion by the presence of hydrogen in the  flame
front;

 low levels of emissions (NOx, CO) thanks to the separation of air into two
streams;

 increase combustion stability and the efficiency plant (about 10 ... 15%) by
contribution of the gaseous fuel.

Figure 2. Gaseous fuel and the air barrier supply system

Also, in Fig. 1 shows the dimensions of constructive optimal size reference to the
channel will be D. If channel section 1, is not circular, the size of reference will be the
equivalent hydraulic diameter. To achieve an efficient the flow air barrier will be at least
double than the gas flow. Co-combustion gas - biomass will be done taking into account the
air barrier. The central channel 1 will be constructed of steel with a thickness of 3 ... 5 mm to
resists the erosion of the solid phase.

Such a system was implemented at boiler ERPEK produced in Romania, boiler with a
heat output of 35 kW for burning chopped wood [4]. Biomass supply channel is rectangular,
having equivalent hydraulic diameter D = 123 mm (160x 100 mm). The boiler operates fully
automatically, stopping the combustion while maintaining constant power plants. The
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experimental tests were carried out with HRG gas, supplied by a generator industry. Figure 2
shows a gaseous fuel and the air barrier supply system.

The air barrier became tertiary air, the boiler having at the level of furnace primary
and secondary air division. The experiments were carried out for the rated load of wood chips
boiler operation with calorific value of 14,200 kJ / kg and with the HRG gas flow of 1,000
litter / h. For the experimental test used a 30 kW boiler ERPEK, HRG gas supply system is
assembled on a rectangular biomass supply channel (Figure 2). It shall be noted that during
the experimental tests, there were no problems for the ingress of gas HRG biomass bunker.

3. CONCLUSIONS

 The gas (H2 or HRG) supply installation is designed to reduce the emission of carbon
monoxide and for increasing the efficiency of discontinuous operation boilers with solid
biomass.

 The pneumatic system of the barrier air will block the ingress of gas to bunker fuel. Total
air necessary for combustion will account for barrier air.

 Conceptually, the supply installation can be used for using natural gas.
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